
What Is Tashlich? 

 

The Word Tashlich comes from the Hebrew word meaning "to cast," referring to the intent 
to cast away our sins.  As the prophet Micha says “You will cast (tashlich) our sins into the 
depths of the sea.” We go to a body of water and symbolically cast away our sins.  Special 
verses are recited next to a body of water, such as a sea, river, stream, lake or pond, 
preferably one that has fish.     
 
Tashlich is usually performed on the first day of Rosh Hashanah. If the first day of Rosh 
Hashanah falls on Shabbat, Tashlich is done on the second day of Rosh Hashanah. It may be 
performed throughout the 10 Days of Repentance, or even until Hoshanah Rabba (the last 
day of Sukkot), except on Shabbat. 

The source for the custom is from Prophet Nehemiah (8:1) which states, "All the Jews 
gathered as one in the street that is in front of the gate of water." This gathering is known to 
have taken place on Rosh Hashanah. 

What is the reasons for this custom? 

•    The fish is the waters are not subject to the "evil eye" and are also known to have 
many offspring. Fish do not have eyelids, so their eyes are always open. This is 
likened to G-d's constant supervision over us, and we pray that He mercifully care 
for us. Also, just as fish may be caught in a fisherman's net, so, too, we are caught 
in the net of judgment. This awareness helps awaken us to repent. 

•  When our forefather Abraham’s went to sacrifice his son, Isaac, which took place on 
Rosh Hashanah. On the way to the designated location, there was a raging river. 
Undeterred, Abraham forged on straight into the river, upon reaching the middle 
of the river, Abraham prayed to G-d and the river dried up. We commemorate the 
self-sacrifice of Abraham by going to a river bank. 

•   Rosh Hashanah is the day when we coronate G-d as King of the Universe. Jewish 
kings are anointed next to rivers, and so it is appropriate that we crown G-d as our 
King next to a river, as well. 

•    Jewish mysticism teaches that water corresponds to the attribute of kindness. On 
Rosh Hashanah, we beseech G-d to treat us with kindness during the New Year. 

The goal of Tashlich is to cast both our sins and the Heavenly prosecutor upon the waters. 
We shake our clothes after the Tashlich prayer (we do not cast bread onto the water), this is 
a tangible act to achieve the spiritual goal of shaking sins from our soul. Needless to say, the 
physical motions near the water and fish of Tashlich are not what grant us atonement. But if 
we pay attention to the symbolism and apply the sincere desire to heal our relationship with 
G-d as portrayed in the physical demonstrations of Tashlich, then it serves as a crucial part 
in the process of repenting and returning to G-d in purity. 

May we all shake ourselves from sin and be signed and sealed in the Book of 
Life for a good and sweet new year! 

 

https://www.chabad.org/16515#v1


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 


